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Program Guide 
Sunday, 15 January 2017 

6:00am ABC News Update 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

6:02am The Mix: The Music #2 Episode 

(CC,Repeat) 

James Valentine presents the latest on art, TV, movies, books, games, apps, festivals, 

gigs, events, celebrities, theatre & all things showbiz. Get your weekly culture fix from 

the ABC's best arts reporters & contributors. 

  

6:30am One Plus One: Penny Arcade 

(CC,Repeat) 

Penny Arcade was an Andy Warhol superstar in her teens, before carving out a career as 

a pioneering performance artist. Widely known as the Queen of the Underground she's 

now embracing what she calls the youth of her old age. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Presented by Andrew Geoghegan & Miriam Corowa, covering the latest news from 

Australia and around the world, with in-depth analysis and interviews, as well as sport, 

weather and what's happening in the arts. 

  

10:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Presented by Andrew Geoghegan & Miriam Corowa, covering the latest news from 

Australia and around the world, with in-depth analysis and interviews, as well as sport, 

weather and what's happening in the arts. 

  

11:00am ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Pip Courtney & a team of Landline reporters around the country bring you up to date 

with the issues affecting rural & regional Australia. From farming, agriculture, food, 

economics, innovation, climate, infrastructure & more. 
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12:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:30pm Offsiders: Summer Edition 

(CC,Repeat) 

Gerard Whateley is joined by a panel of sportswriters, commentators & experts to 

discuss & dissect the week in sport. Offsiders provides a challenging, insightful, 

humorous debate for those serious about sport. #Offsiders 

  

1:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

1:30pm Australia Wide Special 
(CC,Repeat) 

Yassmin Abdel-Magied presents stories from the people and places that make up the 

Australian experience. From the city streets to the urban centres & beyond, we look 

behind the stories that make the news. #AustraliaWide 

  

2:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

2:30pm One Plus One: Penny Arcade 

(CC,Repeat) 

Penny Arcade was an Andy Warhol superstar in her teens, before carving out a career as 

a pioneering performance artist. Widely known as the Queen of the Underground she's 

now embracing what she calls the youth of her old age. 

  

3:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

3:30pm Compass: Prison Chaplains (Part 3) 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Chaplain Kim Miller visits James who will soon be released from Lithgow Correctional 

Centre. To help James adjust to life on the outside Kim offers him a place at Friendship 

House. But will James turn up? #ABCcompass 
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4:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

4:30pm The Mix: The Music #2 Episode 

(CC,Repeat) 

James Valentine presents the latest on art, TV, movies, books, games, apps, festivals, 

gigs, events, celebrities, theatre & all things showbiz. Get your weekly culture fix from 

the ABC's best arts reporters & contributors. 

  

5:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

5:30pm Catalyst: Battery Powered Homes 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Dr Jonica Newby investigates home batteries - how they work, why you will want one, 

how they will change the way we consume electricity & what they mean for the future of 

the world's power generation. #ABCcatalyst  

  

6:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

6:30pm Foreign Correspondent: Family Matters 

(CC,Repeat,This program contains coarse language) 

When award-winning Australian filmmaker Bob Connolly reunites with the characters of 

his acclaimed PNG Highlands trilogy, he is shocked at how their fortunes have changed. 

#ForeignCorrespondent 

  

7:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

7:30pm Back Roads: Mundulla 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Heather Ewart visits Mundulla, this tiny South Australian community cherishes its old 

world values, but doesn't mind a bit of healthy competition. 
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8:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:30pm A Taste Of Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Back for a second series, this 'paddock to plate' program shows in detail where our food 

comes from and the farmers who grow it, as well as the consumers who buy it and some 

of Australia's top chefs who cook it. 

  

9:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

9:30pm One Plus One: Penny Arcade 

(CC,Repeat) 

Penny Arcade was an Andy Warhol superstar in her teens, before carving out a career as 

a pioneering performance artist. Widely known as the Queen of the Underground she's 

now embracing what she calls the youth of her old age. 

  

10:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

10:30pm Compass: Prison Chaplains (Part 3) 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Chaplain Kim Miller visits James who will soon be released from Lithgow Correctional 

Centre. To help James adjust to life on the outside Kim offers him a place at Friendship 

House. But will James turn up? #ABCcompass 

  

11:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30pm Conflict Zone 

From our broadcast partners Deutsche Welle an interview program that puts the 

spotlight on controversial issues and goes beyond the normal soundbite culture. 

Presented by Tim Sebastian. 
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12:00am ABC News Update 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:02am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A respected pastoral family helping indigenous youth get back in the saddle; Unusual 

techniques to keep Australian bees free of varroa mite; The outback oasis providing 

respite from the drought.  #Landline 

  

1:00am BBC World News 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

1:15am BBC Sport Today 

Sports headlines from the BBC. 

  

1:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

1:30am The Mix: The Music #2 Episode 

(CC,Repeat) 

James Valentine presents the latest on art, TV, movies, books, games, apps, festivals, 

gigs, events, celebrities, theatre & all things showbiz. Get your weekly culture fix from 

the ABC's best arts reporters & contributors. 

  

2:00am Al Jazeera newsgrid 

Al Jazeera's first interactive news hour gives you the opportunity to engage with the 

world's news stories on and off the grid. #AJnewsgrid 

  

3:00am BBC World News 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

3:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 
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3:30am Australia's Remote Islands: Macquarie Island 

(CC,Repeat) 

Macquarie Island is half way between Australia & Antarctica. Home to a research base 

for Australia's Antarctic division. Its other inhabitants range from inquisitive penguins, to 

seals, to seabirds. 

  
4:00am BBC World News 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  
4:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

4:30am One Plus One: Penny Arcade 

(CC,Repeat) 

Penny Arcade was an Andy Warhol superstar in her teens, before carving out a career as 

a pioneering performance artist. Widely known as the Queen of the Underground she's 

now embracing what she calls the youth of her old age. 

  

5:00am Al Jazeera Newshour 

Live, breaking and in-depth news reports from Al Jazeera with special focus on Asia, 

Africa, Europe and the Americas. 
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Monday, 16 January 2017 

6:00am ABC News Breakfast: Early 

(CC) 

7:00am ABC News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

11:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

1:00pm ABC News 

 

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

4:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

5:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

  

6:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:30pm One Plus One: Art - Ken Done 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 
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9:00pm ABC National News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  

10:00pm The World 

Beverley O'Connor brings you the day's top national and international news, with reports 

from the ABC's network of foreign correspondents, plus insights from special guests and 

extended news reports. 

  

11:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30pm The Drum Special 
(CC,Repeat) 

John Barron is joined on The Drum by former NSW Attorney General Greg Smith, 

criminologist Dr Lorana Bartels, Dr Don Weatherburn from the NSW Bureau of Crime 

Statistics & Research plus founder of Ngalla Maya, Mervyn Eades. 

  

12:00am ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:30am One Plus One: Art - Ken Done 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 

  

1:00am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

1:30am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 
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1:50am Catalyst Bytes: Drinking Water 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Interesting features from ABC's flagship TV science program Catalyst. 

  

2:00am Al Jazeera newsgrid 

Al Jazeera's first interactive news hour gives you the opportunity to engage with the 

world's news stories on and off the grid. #AJnewsgrid 

  

3:00am BBC Global 
Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

3:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  
4:00am BBC Global 

Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

4:30am BBC Focus On Africa 

A unique daily news program bringing Africa to the world and the world to Africa. With 

news, business and sport at its heart, Focus on Africa looks at the achievements, the 

aspirations and the challenges. 

  

4:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

5:00am Al Jazeera Newshour 

Live, breaking and in-depth news reports from Al Jazeera with special focus on Asia, 

Africa, Europe and the Americas. 
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Tuesday, 17 January 2017 

6:00am ABC News Breakfast: Early 

(CC) 

7:00am ABC News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

11:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

1:00pm ABC News 

 

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

4:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

5:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

  

6:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:30pm One Plus One: Art - Wendy Sharpe 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 
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9:00pm ABC National News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  

10:00pm The World 

Beverley O'Connor brings you the day's top national and international news, with reports 

from the ABC's network of foreign correspondents, plus insights from special guests and 

extended news reports. 

  

11:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30pm Catalyst: Battery Powered Homes 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Dr Jonica Newby investigates home batteries - how they work, why you will want one, 

how they will change the way we consume electricity & what they mean for the future of 

the world's power generation. #ABCcatalyst  

  

12:00am ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:30am One Plus One: Art - Wendy Sharpe 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 

  

1:00am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

1:30am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 
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1:50am Catalyst Bytes: Open Plan Office Layout 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Interesting features from ABC's flagship TV science program Catalyst. 

  

2:00am Al Jazeera newsgrid 

Al Jazeera's first interactive news hour gives you the opportunity to engage with the 

world's news stories on and off the grid. #AJnewsgrid 

  

3:00am BBC Global 
Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

3:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  
4:00am BBC Global 

Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

4:30am BBC Focus On Africa 

A unique daily news program bringing Africa to the world and the world to Africa. With 

news, business and sport at its heart, Focus on Africa looks at the achievements, the 

aspirations and the challenges. 

  

4:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

5:00am Al Jazeera Newshour 

Live, breaking and in-depth news reports from Al Jazeera with special focus on Asia, 

Africa, Europe and the Americas. 
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Wednesday, 18 January 2017 

6:00am ABC News Breakfast: Early 

(CC) 

7:00am ABC News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

11:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

1:00pm ABC News 

 

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

4:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

5:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

  

6:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:30pm One Plus One: Art - Joshua Yeldham 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 
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9:00pm ABC National News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  

10:00pm The World 

Beverley O'Connor brings you the day's top national and international news, with reports 

from the ABC's network of foreign correspondents, plus insights from special guests and 

extended news reports. 

  

11:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30pm Compass: Eddie McGuire & Magpie Nest 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

After the recent media controversy, Eddie McGuire opens up to Geraldine Doogue about 

his life and work and the development of Collingwood Football Club's social welfare 

program Magpie Nest.  

  

12:00am ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:30am One Plus One: Art - Joshua Yeldham 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 

  

1:00am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

1:30am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 
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1:50am Catalyst Bytes: Nature Play 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Interesting features from ABC's flagship TV science program Catalyst. 

  

2:00am Al Jazeera newsgrid 

Al Jazeera's first interactive news hour gives you the opportunity to engage with the 

world's news stories on and off the grid. #AJnewsgrid 

  

3:00am BBC Global 
Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

3:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  
4:00am BBC Global 

Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

4:30am BBC Focus On Africa 

A unique daily news program bringing Africa to the world and the world to Africa. With 

news, business and sport at its heart, Focus on Africa looks at the achievements, the 

aspirations and the challenges. 

  

4:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

5:00am Al Jazeera Newshour 

Live, breaking and in-depth news reports from Al Jazeera with special focus on Asia, 

Africa, Europe and the Americas. 
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Thursday, 19 January 2017 

6:00am ABC News Breakfast: Early 

(CC) 

7:00am ABC News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

11:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

1:00pm ABC News 

 

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

4:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

5:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

  

6:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:30pm One Plus One: Art - Jenny Kee 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 
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9:00pm ABC National News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  

10:00pm The World 

Beverley O'Connor brings you the day's top national and international news, with reports 

from the ABC's network of foreign correspondents, plus insights from special guests and 

extended news reports. 

  

11:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30pm A Taste Of Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Back for a second series, this 'paddock to plate' program shows in detail where our food 

comes from and the farmers who grow it, as well as the consumers who buy it and some 

of Australia's top chefs who cook it. 

  

12:00am ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:30am One Plus One: Art - Jenny Kee 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 

  

1:00am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

1:30am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 
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1:50am Catalyst Bytes: Laser Danger 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Interesting features from ABC's flagship TV science program Catalyst. 

  

2:00am Al Jazeera newsgrid 

Al Jazeera's first interactive news hour gives you the opportunity to engage with the 

world's news stories on and off the grid. #AJnewsgrid 

  

3:00am BBC Global 
Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

3:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  
4:00am BBC Global 

Respected BBC presenters and correspondents present new live daily news, covering the 

latest international news and analysis live from BBC World News. 

  

4:30am BBC Focus On Africa 

A unique daily news program bringing Africa to the world and the world to Africa. With 

news, business and sport at its heart, Focus on Africa looks at the achievements, the 

aspirations and the challenges. 

  

4:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

5:00am Al Jazeera Newshour 

Live, breaking and in-depth news reports from Al Jazeera with special focus on Asia, 

Africa, Europe and the Americas. 
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Friday, 20 January 2017 

6:00am ABC News Breakfast: Early 

(CC) 

7:00am ABC News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

11:55am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

1:00pm ABC News 

 

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

4:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

5:00pm ABC News Afternoons 
 

  

6:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Evenings 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:30pm One Plus One: Art - George Gittoes 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 
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9:00pm ABC News Update 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

9:02pm Planet America 

Returning for 2017, John Barron and Chas Liciardello preview tomorrow's inauguration of 

Donald Trump as the 45th President of the United States.  

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Leigh Sales presents the most detailed nightly analysis of local, national and international 

events from an Australian perspective. #abc730 

  

10:00pm The World 

Beverley O'Connor brings you the day's top national and international news, with reports 

from the ABC's network of foreign correspondents, plus insights from special guests and 

extended news reports. 

  

11:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30pm Australia Wide Special 

(CC,Repeat) 

Yassmin Abdel-Magied presents stories from the people and places that make up the 

Australian experience. From the city streets to the urban centres & beyond, we look 

behind the stories that make the news. #AustraliaWide 

  

12:00am ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:30am One Plus One: Art - George Gittoes 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jane Hutcheon sits down with sports stars, celebrities, philosophers, politicians & public 

figures for an in-depth conversation with leading newsmakers from Australia or 

overseas. #OnePlusOne 

  

1:00am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 
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1:30am BBC Impact 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

1:50am Catalyst Bytes: Where Does Fat Go? 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Interesting features from ABC's flagship TV science program Catalyst. 

  

2:00am Al Jazeera newsgrid 

Al Jazeera's first interactive news hour gives you the opportunity to engage with the 

world's news stories on and off the grid. #AJnewsgrid 

  

3:00am 

 

*Special 

Event* 

ABC News Special: US Presidential Inauguration  
(CC) 

When Donald Trump replaces Barack Obama in the White House all the eyes of the 

world will be on Mr Trump as he takes the oath of office and offers his inaugural address. 
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Saturday, 21 January 2017 

6:00am ABC News Special: US Presidential Inauguration 

(CC) 

When Donald Trump replaces Barack Obama in the White House all the eyes of the 

world will be on Mr Trump as he takes the oath of office and offers his inaugural address. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Presented by Andrew Geoghegan & Miriam Corowa, covering the latest news from 

Australia and around the world, with in-depth analysis and interviews, as well as sport, 

weather and what's happening in the arts. 

  

8:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Presented by Andrew Geoghegan & Miriam Corowa, covering the latest news from 

Australia and around the world, with in-depth analysis and interviews, as well as sport, 

weather and what's happening in the arts. 

  

11:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30am Australia Wide Special 
(CC,Repeat) 

Yassmin Abdel-Magied presents stories from the people and places that make up the 

Australian experience. From the city streets to the urban centres & beyond, we look 

behind the stories that make the news. #AustraliaWide 

  

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

12:30pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Pip Courtney & a team of Landline reporters around the country bring you up to date 

with the issues affecting rural & regional Australia. From farming, agriculture, food, 

economics, innovation, climate, infrastructure & more. 
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1:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

1:30pm Planet America 

(Repeat) 

Returning for 2017, John Barron and Chas Liciardello preview tomorrow's inauguration of 

Donald Trump as the 45th President of the United States.  

  

2:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

2:30pm The Mix: The Odd Art Episode 

(CC,Repeat) 

James Valentine presents the latest on art, TV, movies, books, games, apps, festivals, 

gigs, events, celebrities, theatre & all things showbiz. Get your weekly culture fix from 

the ABC's best arts reporters & contributors. 

  

3:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

3:30pm Foreign Correspondent: Family Matters 

(CC,Repeat,This program contains coarse language) 

When award-winning Australian filmmaker Bob Connolly reunites with the characters of 

his acclaimed PNG Highlands trilogy, he is shocked at how their fortunes have changed. 

#ForeignCorrespondent 

  

4:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

4:30pm Australia's Remote Islands: Norfolk Island 

(CC,Repeat)Final 

Norfolk Island is in the South Pacific Ocean, and has a fascinating, but brutal history of 

convicts & mutineers. Many of its people are direct descendents of Fletcher Christian & 

his bounty mutineers. (Final) 
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5:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

5:30pm One Plus One: Lily Brett 

(CC,Repeat) 

Lily Brett is a New York-based novelist whose work draws deeply on her own experiences 

as a Jewish woman whose parents survived the Holocaust. #OnePlusOne 

  

6:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

6:30pm Australian Story: The Flow On Effect 

(CC,Repeat) 

A year on, what's happening with Australia's most unlikely millionaires? Revisit Byron 

Bay's father and son beekeepers, the Andersons to see how the success of their 

company changed their lives. #AustralianStory 

  

7:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

7:30pm The Mix: The Odd Art Episode 

(CC,Repeat) 

James Valentine presents the latest on art, TV, movies, books, games, apps, festivals, 

gigs, events, celebrities, theatre & all things showbiz. Get your weekly culture fix from 

the ABC's best arts reporters & contributors. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Update 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

8:02pm Four Corners: Backing Bourke 

(CC,Repeat) 

An outback town's bold experiment to save its young people from a life of crime. 

#4Corners 
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8:45pm One Plus One: Eddie Izzard 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

He's a comedy superstar, serious actor, proud cross-dresser and would-be politician. 

Eddie Izzard tells Jane Hutcheon what drives his eclectic existence - and shows how 

make-up maketh the man. #OnePlusOne 

  

9:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

9:30pm Australia Wide Special 
(CC,Repeat) 

Yassmin Abdel-Magied presents stories from the people and places that make up the 

Australian experience. From the city streets to the urban centres & beyond, we look 

behind the stories that make the news. #AustraliaWide 

  

10:00pm ABC News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

10:30pm Back Roads: Mundulla 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Heather Ewart visits Mundulla, this tiny South Australian community cherishes its old 

world values, but doesn't mind a bit of healthy competition. 

  

11:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 

  

11:30pm One Plus One: Lily Brett 

(CC,Repeat) 

Lily Brett is a New York-based novelist whose work draws deeply on her own experiences 

as a Jewish woman whose parents survived the Holocaust. #OnePlusOne 

  

12:00am ABC News Update 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis and original reporting 

from ABC reporters around Australia and the world. 
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12:02am National Press Club Address: Kinky Friedman 

(CC,Repeat) 

Musician Kinky Friedman is an American country singer, songwriter, novelist, humourist 

and politician from Texas. He addresses the National Press Club. #npc 

  

1:00am BBC World News 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

1:15am BBC Sport Today 

Sports headlines from the BBC. 

  

1:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

1:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Pip Courtney & a team of Landline reporters around the country bring you up to date 

with the issues affecting rural & regional Australia. From farming, agriculture, food, 

economics, innovation, climate, infrastructure & more. 

  

2:00am Al Jazeera newsgrid 

Al Jazeera's first interactive news hour gives you the opportunity to engage with the 

world's news stories on and off the grid. #AJnewsgrid 

  

3:00am BBC World News 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 

  

3:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

3:30am Conflict Zone 

(Repeat) 

From our broadcast partners Deutsche Welle an interview program that puts the 

spotlight on controversial issues and goes beyond the normal soundbite culture. 

Presented by Tim Sebastian. 

  

4:00am BBC World News 

Live overnight news from the global resources of BBC World News. 
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4:25am ABC Open 

(Repeat) 

Keep up to date with what the locals are doing with these real stories from around 

Australia, made by people just like you. To get involved and share your story visit 

abc.net.au/open to contact your nearest producer. 

  

4:30am The Mix: The Odd Art Episode 

(CC,Repeat) 

James Valentine presents the latest on art, TV, movies, books, games, apps, festivals, 

gigs, events, celebrities, theatre & all things showbiz. Get your weekly culture fix from 

the ABC's best arts reporters & contributors. 

  

5:00am Al Jazeera Newshour 

Live, breaking and in-depth news reports from Al Jazeera with special focus on Asia, 

Africa, Europe and the Americas. 
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Marketing Contacts 
Sydney 
 
Chris Chamberlin (02) 8333 2154 / 0404 075 749 

Chamberlin.Chris@abc.net.au 
News Publicist - 7pm News, ABC News 24, 
7.30, Four Corners, Foreign Correspondent, 
Media Watch, Q&A, Insiders, Lateline, ABC 
News Breakfast, The Drum, Offsiders, Behind 
the News, Australia Wide, National Press Club, 
The Mix, The World, One Plus One, 
Grandstand, The Business  

   
Bridget Stenhouse (02) 8333 3847 / 0419 846 333 

Stenhouse.Bridget@abc.net.au 
ABC2, Compass 

   
Kristine Way (02) 8333 3844 / 0419 969 282 

Way.Kris@abc.net.au 
The Code, Rake, Janet King, Gruen, Silvia’s 
Italian Table 

   
Safia van der Zwan (02) 8333 3846 

VanDerZwan.Safia@abc.net.au 
 

Play School 50th Birthday, Soul Mates, 
Nowhere Boys, You’re Skitting Me, ABC ME, 
Class 

   
Amy Reiha Reiha.Amy@abc.net.au 

 
Simply Nigella, Rick Stein: From Venice To 
Istanbul 

   
Melbourne 
 

  

Kim Bassett (03) 9524 2580 / 0409 600 456 
Bassett.Kim@abc.net.au 

Catalyst, Gardening Australia, Grand Designs, 
The Book Club, Please Like Me, Comedy Next 
Gen, Back Roads  

   
Yasmin Kentera (03) 9524 2629 / 0418 813 071 

Kentera.Yasmin@abc.net.au 
Rosehaven, Dr Blake Mysteries, Australian 
Story, Newton’s Law, No Strings Attached, 
Wham Bam Thank You Ma’am, Fancy Boy 

   
Tracey Taylor (03) 9524 2313 / 0419 528 213 

Taylor.Tracey@abc.net.au 
The Weekly With Charlie Pickering, Shaun 
Micallef’s MAD AS HELL, Seven Types of 
Ambiguity, Upper Middle Bogan, Hard Quiz 

   

Communications 
Manager: 

  

Imogen Corlette (02) 8333 3845 / 0410 520 776   
Corlette.Imogen@abc.net.au 

 

   
   
Programming 
Enquiries: 

Tania Caggegi 
(ABC & ABC News 24) 
(02) 8333 4633 

 

Anna Bruter 
(ABC2 & ABC ME) 
(02) 8333 3843 

 

   
Media Portal:   
Mary Fraser (02) 8333 3848  
   
 
Find publicity images and press kits for highlighted and ongoing programs at abc.net.au/tvpublicity 
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